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Abstract 

In this paper, we put mathematics to consciousness and mental constructs and show how we encounter 

Truth thru the scaffold that is a mental construct.  We show how the mind results from nothingness in 

the Cosmic Pyramids, which has the mind at the top. This might be the intelligence that is called God. 
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Introduction 

In this paper, we consider the mind and consciousness.  We will see that 

the mind can be expressed as an equation was an induction of 2 Henries. 

We will see how the golden mean parabola factors into calculations of 

the mind. We begin with Philosophy, then turn to math, both of which 

are mental constructs. AS mental construct is something that exists in 

the mind only but has a bearing on the world of mass.  

According to DC Dennett in his work Darwin's Dangerous Idea, 

Aristotle had that the world had a teleology in which there were four 

causes.  They are: 

 

1. Material Cause  

2. Formal Cause 

3. Efficient Cause 

4. Final Cause. 

According to their descriptions, I put the human body to 
them: 

(1) Flesh and Blood 

(2) Skeleton 

(3) Mind 

(4) Heaven where the soul meets God. According to Dennett, the 

teleology is “the goal or purpose of an artifact is the function it was 

designed to serve by its creator. [1] pg 24. 

 

The famous philosopher Locke purposed that nothing could come from 

nothing.  This is not true. The zero vector ensures that nothing cannot 

happen.  The zero vector is perpendicular to itself. We shall see how this 

works below. 

 

Loke had it that Matter, and Thought can never become to be.  This i not 

true either.  Matter or mass begins at t=1. Mass is the ln function that 

crosses the x axis at t=1.  Thought comes from the mind., of course. The 

formula for the Mind=(S=E-M)=(-1/8+1/9)=-1/72   

 

M=1/9=PE/c²  PE=Mc² 

& 

 

t=KE=1/2Mv²=1E=1/PE=1 

 

Lock has it that” Sense, Perception and Knowledge must be a property 

eternally inseparable from Matter.” “So, the Mind must come first or at 

least tied for first.”  

 

The human mind gets its sense knowledge from the five senses.  

According to Locke, “Sense, Perception, and Knowledge must be 

inseparable from matter.” 

 

Π Senses/ Σ Senses=2.67=F=GM=(4)(2/3)=8/3=2.666  

 

Orden comes from the gravitational constant. 

 

Matter =Mass=Ln t. We will make good use of this equation below. 

Christianity is dying in the west where it once flourished and was the 

bases for that civilization -probably the most advance one in History.  In 

my work, “Astrotheology”, my goal was to bring science and religion 

back together. We need an explanation as to how religion and science 

could meet. “Natural religion, in Hume’s day, meant a religion that was 

supported by the natural sciences”. [1] pg 28 Astrotheology is support 

for Christianity.  

 

In Hume’s Dialogues, “....do we prove at once the existence of the Deity 

and his similarity to the human mind and intelligence.”  

 

y=y’  

 

SE=SE’ 

 

God =Mind 

 

y=E-G=0 

 

G²/2=(2/3)²/2=0.222=Working memory 

 

L=2=Mind 
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L x M=2 x (1/9)=0.222 

 

 

L x M =(2)(4)=8=t 

 

1/t=E=1.25= Emin. 

 

SE=SE’ 

 

E=5; t=3=c 

 

to=2/π=6.366 

 

t²-t-1=SE=33.15=1/301 

 

t²-t-1.3315=0 

 

t=1757; 7575 

 

E=(1-Ln (7575)7=5.55555 

=180 

=π rads 

=God 

 

Philo suggested that we put the mind first and that God or Deity equals 

mind or thought. 

 

SE=SE’ 

 

S=M-E=-1/72 

 

t²-t-1+1/72=0 

t²-t-986=0 

 

t=31.9~318  t=309~31 

 

These roots are equal to the frequency of the human mind and the 

prime number 31=12th prime number. 

 

12/31`/Ln 31=0.1329=Internal clock of the brain. 

 

“Hume knew that he had shown that the Argument 

from Design was an irreparably flawed bridge 

between Science and Religion. (Dialogues)  Pg. 32 

(1) 

   

Philo: 

 

” whenever matter is poised, arranged, and adjusted 

as to continue to perpetual motion...“ 

 

t=KE=1/2Mv² 

t=1=1/2(4)(1/√2)² 

1=1 true 

 

a=v=1/√2 

 

Plasma= 

 

-F=-GM 

=-6.67(4)=-8/3=SE 

 

F=Ma 

 

-8/3=M(1/√2) 

 

M=37712 

M=Lnt 

t=0.2302 

 

1/M=265 

From Philo: 

 

“Suppose ....that matter were thrown into any 

position, by a blind, unguided force. 

 

Suppose that the actuating force still continues in 

matter... Thus, the universe goes on for many ages in 

a continued succession of chaos and disorder... But 

is it not possible that it may settle at last?” 

 

 

ΔS=0=zerov̅  A chaotic universe originates itself - no need of a creator. 

 

Energy=1 is eternal. 

 

Before Darwin, a “Mind -First” view of the universe 

reigned unchallenged: an intelligent source of all 

Design; the ultimate answer to any chain of “Why?” 

questions.  

Cosmic Pyramid 

Nothing  0=S 

 

Chaos  E=1; t=1; M=4; s=4/3  Σ=22/3 

 

Order  F=Mg=6.67(4)=8/3 

 

Design  2.67=8/3 

 

Mind  L=2=y   ⇒ y=y’ 

 

God /soul 

 

SE=SE’ 

 

SE’=0 

 

E=5; t=3=c 

 

Σ Pyramid=0+22/3+8/3+2.666+2-1.25 

 

=1592 

=Moment=F x d 

=1-sin1 

The Mind is a mental construct 

 

SE=SE 

 

Mind =L=Ln t +c³ 

2=M+c³ 

M=25 

 

M=Ln t 

t=72 
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Mind= S=E-M 

=(1/8-1/9)=-1/72=1/t=E 

 

Mind =E=(1-Ln t) 

=(1-M)7 

=(1-1/9)7 

=(0.888)7 

=438 

 

t²-t-1=0.438 

 

t=8;180°=π 

 

E=1/8=1.25;  1/π 

 

Just as an amateur try to sing a song that he has heard on the radio, it is a 

dim imitation of the true version.  The true version exists in the world of 

forms.  

 

Math is a mental construct (Plato’s world of forms).  

 

Heaven is a mental construct. 

 

Heaven= 3 

 

Mind =2 

 

Math=1 

 

Σ=6=evil 

 1/6=Good=1/(3x2)=1/(Lc)=Mental Construct 

 

1/c ·1/L 

=E·1/L 

=E·t 

=1/6=Et 

 

1/6=E(1/2) 

 

E=1/c 

 

PE=Mc² 

 

1/c=Mc² 

 

1/c=3M 

 

M=1/9 

 

E=1/c  ⇒ M=1/9 

 

PE=Mc² 

=(1/9)(1/(9) 

=1/81=1/c4 

 

PE=Mgh=1/9(6.67)(1)=6 

 

TE=PE +KE+SE 

 

0.012345679++6+0+1/72 

 

=06.02=1/1666 

Mental Construct  ⇒ SE’=0 

 

Heaven=2t-1=0 

 

t=1/2 

 

Mind  

E=(1-Ln t)7 

=(1-Ln (1/2)7 

398~4 

 

Order 

F=GM=6.67(4)=8/3  

 

Chaos 

E=(1-Ln t)7 

=(1-Ln 1)7 

=1=t=E M=4  s=4/3  Σ=222/3   

 

Nothing =zerov̅=0 

 

SE’=0 =God 

All that really exits is Mass. 

 

M=1/9=E/c² 

M=1/c²= Input to the Mind. Output of the mind.  

 

Input/output creates the mental constructs.  

 
Figure 1. Mental Construct and Truth and Consciousness 

Mind= L=Ln t+c³ 

 

∫L=∫Ln t+∫c³ 

 

L²/2=tLn t-t+ℂ+c³t 

 

2²/2²=2=tLn t -t+ℂ+c³t 

 

2=tLn t+(c³-1)t +ℂ 

 

2=tLnt+26T 

 

2=[Ln t+26]/t+ℂ 

 

(2-ℂ)t=Ln t+26 

 

-26=Ln t-(2+ℂ)t 
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26=(2-ℂ)t -Ln t 

 

Derivative 

 

ℕ=(2-ℂ)-1/t 

 

(ℂ-2+ℕ)=1/t 

 

ℙ-2=1/t 

 

t=1/[ℙ-2] 

 

 

Let ℙ=0 

t=1/2=tmin ⇒Emin=-1.25  ⇒ Golden Mean Parabola =Mind= 

Consciousness 

Conclusion 

We see that mental constructs are useful in determining Truth. We move 

back and forth between the mental construct and Truth via 

consciousness which is given by the golden mean parabola. 
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